Introduction
The swadeshi and boycott movement, 1 and the revolutionary movement were a part of the Information Empire in which the telegraph was an essential factor. The particular moment and nature of articulation of swadeshi was the product of rapid informational change. Telegraph rates and press rates were crucial to its rise. This chapter shows how imperialism created the technological environment which facilitated the growth of its opposite: nationalism. The telegraph strike was as much a political crisis for the government as was the swadeshi and subsequent revolutionary movements. Both were part of a global information order, though each claimed independence from each other. The international representation of Indian nationalism was followed by its articulation in India. The lowering of telegraph rates and the loosening of Reuters grip over Indian news facilitated this nationalism. For nearly a century British India was 'destined to play a central and highly profitable part in the Reuters empire within the British Empire'.
2 Reuters monopolised the supply of news to both English and vernacular papers 3 until further reductions in rates allowed more regional news reporting to emerge. Traditional historiography is discussed in this chapter to show how fresh insights can be gained by analysing communication systems and the information order.
The Government in India replaced the striking telegraph workers with operatives from the army. The 10 Jat regiment was brought in to resume telegraph traffic, but by the end of 1908 there was evidence that the seditionists had infiltrated the regiment. The regiment as a whole was not punished but merely sent back to its base in the northwest, and some of the men were discharged from service. These demobilised men returned home to their villages. The district authorities, Amraoti district, United Provinces, extended the Seditious Meetings Act, that had previously applied to Bengal, to this remote district in central India.
4 Soon after, the Government of India extended the provisions of the act throughout India. This particular trajectory of sedition that started with strikes in the government sector was not reflected in the reports sent back to parliament in London. It is a matter of significance that the government was faced with a revolutionary conspiracy almost at the same time.
In the early weeks of May 1908, the first revolutionary conspiracy was discovered. The telegraph strike had barely concluded and the workers were returning to work. A revolutionary attack went awry and brought back vivid memories of 1857; ordinary white women, children and men seemed threatened. Two young bombers sent to Muzaffarpur in Bihar from a district in Bengal, attempted to assassinate Justice Kingsford who had ordered the public whipping of schoolboys found to have been involved in swadeshi activities. They killed instead a mother and her daughter. Shortly after this, the Criminal Intelligence Department raided a garden house in a suburb of Calcutta. By the next week a conspiracy was unravelled starting in Muraripukur Garden, a suburb in Calcutta and stretching to Nasik, Pune, Paris, London, and Bombay. Networks of conspiracy were unearthed that led from Muraripukur to the India House founded by Shyamji Krishnavarma in London, and from there to Madame Bikaji Cama, a Parsi lady with anarchist links based in Paris. Paris was the centre for many of the malcontents in Europe and was reputed to be a training ground for revolutionaries. Bomb manuals were sent from Paris to Pondicherry, a French protectorate in India, and then to Calcutta and Pune. The gang in Alipur was also found to have established contacts with similar groups throughout the districts of Bengal and as far way as Nasik and Pune in western India. Reports of revolutionary organisations in America and Canada contributed to the picture of a global conspiracy. This chapter discusses the processes behind this particular construction of causality and event. It questions the previously unchallenged grand narrative of the Swadeshi and Boycott period and the first phase of revolutionary extremism between 1905 and 1912.
The information boom
As noticed earlier, the government cut the rates charged on internal and foreign telegrams in 1905 and the postal rates in 1904. In 1900-1
